AeroCinema
Reliving the history of aviation through Smart TV app for the home of
classic aviation

#SmartTV

#Mobility

Summary
TO THE NEW designed and developed Apple TV applications for the leading aviation documentary channel - AeroCinemas
TV to help them venture into the sphere of Smart TVs after successfully establishing themselves into the web and
mobile world.

About the Client

Highlights

AeroCinema also called ‘the home of classic aviation’, is a Toronto-based
foremost online documentary channel featuring original documentary
films, videos, interviews, cutting-edge digital animations dedicated to the

First-in-class on-demand video streaming Apple TV app

history and legacy of aviation. These programs are instantly streamed
over the internet on-demand to TV and computer screens, or even
mobile device and let users have a detailed look at the most exciting

Highly intuitive user interface

history of aircrafts through animations.

In-app purchase support

Objective
AeroCinemas, being a prominent centre of 450+ exclusive never-seenbefore aviation videos, had already made its mark in the computer
and mobile world through well-established web and mobile apps. The
company wanted to plunge into the domain of Apple TV through the
development of application for iOS platform while maintaining the brand
value and consistency. They also wanted the TV apps to be an extension
of the current web and mobile apps with friendly user-interface.

Key Features
Design and development of Apple TV application for iOS platform
as well mobile app for iPAD and iPhones
Development of interactive UI for Smart TV apps as an extension
of the current web and mobile applications to maintain brand
consistency
Supported on-demand streaming of videos focused solely on
aviation through friendly user-interface

Connect with us

Technical excellence
Developed a highly intuitive user interface for each individual app with a media player
Included advanced functionalities in the app to operate media player using the basic remote controls of Smart TVs
and connected devices
Supported major functions in the apps like browse, search, navigate, play, rewind, forward, stop and pause,
registration using friendly user-interface
Integrated, the functionality of payments in the TV apps, to support In-App purchase
Rigorous testing and delivery of the applications and deployment in the respective application stores

Know more about our Smart TV App Development offerings
www.tothenew.com

Talk to Our Experts
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